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ABSTRACT 
The Dirichlet problem for the axially symmetric potential equation in a cylindrical 
domain is discretized by means of a five-point difference approximation. The re- 
sulting difference equation is solved by point or line iterative methods. The rate 
of convergence of these methods is determined by the spectral radius of the under; 
lying point or line Jacobi matrix. An asymptotic approximation for this spectral 
radius, valid for small mesh size, is derived. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the axially symmetric Poisson equation 
in a cylindrical domain D: 0 <r< Mh, 0cz-c Nh; r, x denote cylindmal 
coordinates and M, N are positive integers. Along the boundary of D a 
Dirichlet boundary condition is prescribed. The present potential problem 
is numerically solved by a finite-difference method. The domain D is 
covered by a square net of mesh length h and the usual five-point difference 
approximation is applied. Thus we arrive at the system of linear equations 
(1.2) 
I 
+i@m,n-1-$h2F,,n, m=l(l)M-1, n=l(l)N-1; 
~o,~=~~~,~+~~o,~+~+~~o,~-~-~~~Fo,~, n=l(l)N-1; 
where the notation @,,,,,= @(mh, nh), F,,,= F(mh, nh) is employed. We 
remark that the five-point difference approximation induces a formal 
discretization error of order h2. 
The system (1.2) is shortly written as 
(1.3) @=B@+a, 
where B is a matrix of order IM(N - 1) with zero diagonal elements, @ 
denotes the vector with elements @ ,,,,%, and a is a given vector determined 
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by fhe set of values Pm,, and by the Dir&let data along the boundary 
of D. In the terminology of VARCIA [S], B is the “point Jacobi matrix” 
associated with the discrete potential problem (1.2). The matrix equation 
(1.3) is most conveniently solved by one of the point iterative methods 
going by the names of Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and successive overrelaxation. 
In connection with the latter method we notice that the matrix I-B 
does have Young’s property A, hence, the Young-Frankel theory of 
successive overrelaxation is applicable. It is well known that the rate of 
convergence of the various iterative methods is determined by the eigen- 
values of the point Jacobi matrix B, in particular by its spectral r&dius 
e(B). In Section 2 of this paper the main properties of the eigenvalues 
of the matrix B are discussed. In Section 3 we derive a three-term 
asymptotic expansion for the spectral radius e(B), valid for large values 
of M, N. Section 4 deals with the solution of equation (1.3) by line 
iterative methods. The eigenvalues and spectral radius of the corre- 
sponding “line Jacobi matrix” are investigated. 
Boundary-value problems for the axially symmetric potential equation 
(1.1) arise, e.g., in electron optics, cf. WEBER [‘7]. The Dirichlet problem 
stated above is meant as a model problem that allows an easy comparison 
of the convergence properties of point and line iterative methods. A 
similar model problem for the two-dimensional Laplace equation in a 
square domain was considered by FORSYTHE and WASO~ [3], Sec. 22.5, 
and VARGA [6], Sec. 6.5. 
2. EIGENVALTJES OF THE POINT JACOBI MATRIX B 
The eigenvalues 1 of the matrix B are determined by the homogeneous 
system of equations 
(2.1) 1 
m= l(l)M-1, n= I(l)N- 1; 
~~~,~+Q~o,~+~+Q~o,~-~=L~o,~, n=l(l)N-1; 
\ @,,O=CDm,~=O, m=O(l)M-1; @M+=O, n=O(l)iV. 
The latter system is reduced by separation of variables. Substituting 
(2.2) @m,n=ym sin (h-m/N), k= l(l)N- 1, 
the equations (2.1) separate into N- 1 systems, viz. 
(23) 
* 1 
a(1+ &)%+1if (l- &+m-l+fakBn,=Apm, m=l(l)M-1; 
~~l+Qock~o=il~o; p&f=o, 
where o(k= co8 (,&z/N). 
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The system (2.3) can be solved in two ways. First of all, it is obvious 
that the solutions 3, of (2.3) coincide with the eigenvalues of a tri-diagonal 
matrix of order M. By a simple similarity transformation the latter matrix 
can be reduced to a symmetric tri-diagonal matrix Ck with non-zero 
elements 
t 
diag [I] = 4 ak, diag [i] = Q LYk, i = 2( 1)~ ; 
(24 
codiag [l] = g@, cod&g [i] = 
2i- 1 
Svi(i ’ 
i=2(1)M-1. 
Let the (real) eigenvalues of f?k be denoted by S,k numbered in decreasing 
order, i.e., &,k>&,k> . . . >&,k. Thus the eigenvalues of the matrix B 
are given by A&k, j = 1(1 )M, k = 1 (l)N - 1. We remark that the eigenvalues 
of a symmetric tri-diagonal matrix can be computed by the highly effective 
bisection method, cf. WILKINSON [8]. 
We list some elementary properties of the eigenvalues &k of the 
matrix B: 
PROPERTY 1. ml eigenvahes S,k are real. 
PROPERTY 2. For fixed j, &,k decreases when k increases. 
PROPERTY 3. h,k= -aM+l-j&k, 
COROLLARY. Q(B) = max &,kl =&,I. 
PROPERTY 4. - 6 + ?#X& < &,k < Q + &XX, ; hence, all eigenvalues 4.k cer- 
tainly lie in the interval (-1, 1). 
Property 2 follows from the minimax characterization of eigenvalues; 
notice that for a fixed column vector z the Rayleigh quotient xTckx/xTx 
decreases when k increases. Property 3 is obvious when comparing the 
matrices ck and C&k. Property 4 follows from Gerschgorin’s theorem 
applied to the original matrix associated with (2.3). It follows from 
property 4 that the point iterative methods associated with the matrix B 
do converge. 
Considered from a second point of view, the system of equations (2.3) 
is equivalent to the following recurrence relation. Setting 
(2.5) il=&+iak, 
we introduce the sequence of polynomials ~~(2) determined by the re- 
currence relation 
W-4 pm+ l)~,+l(z)-4mz~m(z)+(2m--)~m-l(z)=0, m= 1, 2, . . . . 
and the initial conditions 
(2.7) qO(z) = 1, '$'l(z) = 22 + t&k. 
For simplicity the dependence on k is suppressed in the notation ~~(2). 
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The polynomials q,(z) are related to the discrete Bessel functions intro 
duced by BOYER [l]. The sequence {c&z)} is a Sturm sequence, hence, 
the polynomial v,(z) (of degree m) has m distinct, real zeros which are 
separated by the zeros of vm-i(z). A comparison of (2.6), (2.7) with (2.3) 
shows that the eigenvalues 1 are related through (2.5), to the zeros z 
of VM(Z). 
Finally, we deduce a lemma to be used in Section 3. The relation (2.6) 
with z = 1 is rearranged as 
(2m+l)[~m+l(l)--P)m(l)l=(2m-11)C~~(l)--~-1(1)1, 
thus permitting a simple evaluation of plm(l), viz. 
(2.8) 
Let Mk be the smallest integer such that 
w-9 
% 1 
lx---- 
4 
--. s-1 2r-1 p l-&k 
Then the number of sign changes in the Sturm sequence VO( l), vi(l), . . . . 
. ..) qtn( 1) is either zero or one, depending on m< Mk or m > Mk, respec- 
tively. Hence, according to a well-known property of Sturm sequences 
the following lemma holds true: 
LEMMA. For m< Mk all zeros of v,&) are less than 1. For m>Mk 
the largest zero of q+,&) is greater than or equal to 1 whereas the remaining 
zeros are less than 1. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION OF THE SPECTRAL RADIUS e(B) 
In this section {cJJ&)) is the sequence of polynomials determined by 
(2.6), (2.7) with k=l. It was observed by BOYER [l] that the Legendre 
functions Pm-@) and Qm-+(z) satisfy the recurrence relation (2.6) as well. 
Therefore I, can be expressed in terms of Legendre functions, viz. 
(3.1) 
1 
FJ&) = 9(3z +4V’m-,(z)&-+(z) --~-+(4&m-&)1 
- Wm-~(4&~(4 --P&)&m-&)1, 
where we used the relation (of. [2], form. 3.4 (25), 3.8 (10)) 
J’&)Q-&I -P-j&)&&) = 2. 
In Section 2 it was shown that the spectral radius e(B) is connected with 
the largest zero 5~ of P)M(Z) (compare (2.5)), 
(3.2) e(@=# CM+& al. 
According to the lemma one has 5~ < 1 (5~ > 1) when M < Mi (M > Ml) 
where Mi is the integer introduced in (2.9). We shall now investigate 
the asymptotics of the zero 5~ when M is large. 
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First assume M < MI then CM < 1. We shah derive an asymptotic 
expansion for &z) valid for large values of M, N. Simultaneously, the 
variable z will be close to 1 such that 
(3.3) 
where x is bounded. From ROBIN [5], Sec. 87, we quote the following 
expansion for PM-+(Z) in terms of Bessel functions of the first hind: 
(3.4) PM-&) =JO(x) + -& 1 +o(l/q. 
By means of the recurrence relation for Bessel functions, (3.4) can be 
reduced to 
(3.5) PM-&) = JO(x) + 
A similar expansion in terms of Bessel functions of the second hind holds 
for QM-4(z), see ROBIN [6], Sec. 87, 
(3.6) QM-&) = - 9 {h(x) + - 2 y YM] +0(1/JP)}. 
Expansions for P+(z), Q+(z) are adopted from ERD~~YI [2], form. 
3.2 (14), 3.6.1 (ll), viz. 
(3.7) P-&)=P 
( 
&, 4; 1; J$ 
> 
=l+ g@ + W/Jf4), 
(3.3) P,(z)=P -4, Q; 1; J$ 
( > 
=l- g& + O(W4), 
( =- [I- G]log(&) -2+ & +O(logM/W), 
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where F stands for the hypergeometric function. The previous expansions 
are substituted into the representation (3.1) for FM(Z) and 0~1 is replaced by 
(3.11) al= CO8 (2-c/N) = l- g + O(lpv). 
Thus we ultimately obtain the following expansion for p)&): 
i 
Q)M(4 = Jo(x) + -&?j-p [x%70(x) - (2x3+ k)Jl(X) 
+3x2{Jo(x) log & - ; Yo(x)}l 
( > 
& [Jo@) 1% (&) - ; Ye(x)] + qog J!f/P4), 
where P = min (M, N). 
On the basis of (3.12) the smallest x-zero of TM(Z) can easily be de- 
termined, viz. 
(3.13) x=j,- &[2j:+2+3/J:(j,)l- yg2 j& +w% MIP4), 
where jo is the smallest positive zero of JO(X), jo = 2.4048 . . . . Some ele- 
mentary properties of Bessel functions, like 
J;(x) = -J&g, Yo(j0) = ~/[~joJl(jO)l, 
were intermediate in the derivation of (3.13). 
Finally, by means of (3.2), (3.3) we accomplish the asymptotic ex- 
pansion of the spectral radius e(B), 
e(B)=*- & + * cos (n/N) = 
(3.14) 
with 
,&= $[2j;+2+3/J;(jo)]=1.48781579 . . . . 
,&=n2/[32J;(jo)]= 1.14437467 . . . . 
WEBER [7] derived the two-term approximation 
(3.15) e(B)iul-(&+&) 
by means of a method of GARABEDIAN [4]. 
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In the case M 2 MI one has CM 2 1. From the discussion in Section 2 
it is obvious that the sequence of largest zeros 5,,, is increasing and 
bounded. Hence, lim L,, = c, does exist and 1 <CM < 5,. Consider the 
polynomial r+(z) as given by (3.1). For fixed z > 1, Qm-&z)/P,+(z) + 0 
when m -+ 00, of. ROBIN [5], Sec. 83, 84. Thus for m + 00 the equation 
~~(2)=0 passes into 
(3.16) 3(32+al)&-g(z)-9&g(z)=O 
and the latter equation has 5, as its unique root greater than 1. Replacing 
Q+(z) by its expansion around z= 1 (compare (3.9), (3.10)), the limit 
equation (3.16) is approximated by 
(3.17) 1+ +ogz2 =o, 
from which we derive 
(3.18) 5, M 1+ 32 exp [ - IS/( 1 -al)] M 1 + 32e-8’s exp ( - 32Na/$). 
In consequence, we obtain the asymptotic results 
(3.19) CM = 1 + O(exp ( - 32X2/+)), 
(3.20) e(B)=QLV+&1=1- gz+ & + w/~6). 
The integer MI was introduced in (2.9). By some simple asymptotic 
analysis it can be shown that 
(3.21) Ml - K exp (16Nz/+), N -+ 00, 
where K is a certain constant. Therefore, since M > MI, the expansion 
(3.20) is just a special case of (3.14) and the latter expansion holds true 
for any large values of M, N. 
The asymptotic approximation (3.14) can be employed for the actual 
computation of e(B). The approximate value thus obtained has been 
compared with the exact value of e(B) computed as the largest eigenvalue 
of the matrix Ci given by (2.4). It was found that over the range 
M, N= lO(lO) the accuracy of the approximation (3.14) increases from 
5 to 11 decimal places. Over the same range the corresponding approxi- 
mation for the optimum relaxation factor 00 (see (3.23) below) has an 
accuracy that increases from 5 to 9 decimal places. 
Following VARCIA [6], the convergence behaviour of an iteration matrix 
A is described by the asymptotic rate of convergence R,(A) defined by 
R,(A) = - log &I). 
Thus the Jacobi iterative method has a rate of convergence 
(3.22) R,(B)= - log e(B) N :[&+$I, M,N+w. 
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The successive overrelaxation method attains a maximal rate of con- 
vergence when the relaxation factor is equal to the optimum value 00 
given by 
(3.23) 
Let the corresponding successive relaxation matrix be denoted by Yo,,, 
then (cf. VAR~A [S]) 
(3.24) B,(c!?~,) = - log (wo- 1) N 1/2 
which shows the superior convergence of the overrelaxation method. 
4. EIGENVALUES AND SPECTRAL RADIUS OF THE LINE JACOBI MATRIX 
This section deals with the solution of the difference equation (1.2) 
by line iterative methods. For a general discussion of line iterative methods, 
see FORSYTHE and WASOW [3], Sec. 22.3, and VAR~A [6], Sec. 6.4. In 
the present case the system (1.2) is partitioned into M subsystems 
numbered by m = 0( l)M- 1, each consisting of N - 1 equations for the 
unknown components @ m,n, 12 = l(l)N - 1. The individual subsystems are 
solved by Gaussian elimination ; since the underlying matrix is tri-diagonal, 
the latter method is most convenient. Proceeding along these lines, the 
system (1.2) takes a form similar to (1.3), viz. 
(4.1) @=BL@+aL, 
where BL is a matrix of order M(N - 1) with zero M x M diagonal blocks 
and aL is a given vector. In accordance with VAWA [6], BL is called the 
“line Jacobi matrix”. The matrix equation (4.1) is again solved by the 
iterative methods of Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel or by successive overrelaxation. 
The rate of convergence of these methods is determined by the spectral 
radius e(BL) of the matrix B L. In a treatment that parallels Sections 2 
and 3, we shall now investigate the matrix BL and the asymptotics of 
its spectral radius. 
In view of (1.2) the eigenvalues ,u of the matrix BL are determined by 
the homogeneous system of equations 
(4.2) =/mn,n-g&n,,+1- $&,+i), m=l(l)H-1, n=l(l)N-1; 
Q@l,n = ,@o,n - +@o,m+l - @o,n-I), 12 = l(l)N - 1; 
@m,O=@m,N=o, m=o(l)M-1; @)~,,,=o, n=O(l)N. 
Applying the substitution (2.2), the equations (4.2) separate into N - 1 
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systems, viz. 
(43) 
. : 
,(l+ +h+l+t(l- &)v”“=Al--Barh m=ww-1; 
QqJl=pL(l-fak)fpo; f@z=o, 
where k= l( l)iV- 1 and OLD = cos #n/N) as before. 
The system (4.3) is equivalent to the generalized eigenproblem 
(4.4 det (C -@k) = 0, 
where C is a t&diagonal matrix and & is a diagonal matrix dependent 
on k. By some simple transformations, (4.4) can be reduced to the standard 
eigenproblem for a symmetric tri-diagonal matrix Ek of order M, with 
zero diagonal elements and codiagonal elements given by 
codiag [1]=[2(2--(wti)(3-olk)]--+, 
codiag [i] = 2i-1 p-4-1, 
4yqq 
i=2(1)M- 1. 
Let the (real) eigenvalues of Ek be denoted by ,Uj,k numbered in decreasing 
order, i.e., pl,k>p2,k> . . . >pM,k. Thus the eigenvahma of the matrix BL 
are given by ,&,k, j = l( l)M, k = l( 1)N - 1. Similarly to Section 2 we list 
some elementary properties of these eigenvalues pj,k: 
PROPERTY 1. Ail eigenvahes pj,k are real. 
PROPERTY 2. For fixed j, j,Uj,kl decreases when k increases. 
PROPERTY 3. pju;r,k = ---M+l-j,k. 
COROLLARY. e(BL) = max ],Uj,k] =p,l. 
PROPERTY 4. I,Uj,kl < 2/(3 -LX~); hence, all eigenvalues ,Uj,k Certainly lie 
in the interval ( - 1, 1). 
Property 2 follows from the minimax characterization in terms of the 
generalized Rayleigh quotient z~CX/Z~D~ corresponding to (4.4) ; notice 
that #&z increases when k increases. The remaining properties are 
proved in a similar way as in Section 2. 
Alternatively, the system of equations (4.3) induces the following re- 
currence relation. Setting 
(4.6) p==/(2--ark), 
we introduce the sequence of polynomials y&a) determined by the re- 
currence relation 
(4.7) pm+ l)ym+1(8)-4?mqhl(8)+ (2m- l)ym-1(8)=0, m= 1, 2, ***, 
under the initial conditions 
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(4.8) yo(s)=l, y%(s)= 3-m 8. 2(2-m) 
As before, the sequence {y,(s)} is a Sturm sequence and the eigenvalues 
p are related through (4.6), to the zeros 8 of ~48). Similarly to (2.8) 
we evaluate 
(4.9) yJm(l)=l- -- 
Then the lemma of Section 2 also applies to y&) provided that Mk is 
replaced by ML which is the smallest integer such that 
(4.10) 
2(2-&k) 
l-&k ’ 
Henceforth, we set k= 1 in (4.6), (4.8). Similarly to (3.1) the polynomial 
ym(s) is expressed in terms of Legendre functions, viz. 
(4.11) \ 
! 
Then the spectral radius Q(G) is connected with the largest zero UM of 
YM(S) (compare (4.6)), 
(4.12) e(@)=Qr/(2-011). 
Assume M <MI then (TM < 1. Proceeding as in Section 3, the polynomial 
y&) is expanded for large values of M, N, and s close to 1 such that 
(4.13) 
where x is bounded. As a result we obtain the expansion 
1-J + O(log M/P4), 
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where P= min (M, N). On the basis of (4.14) an approximation to UM 
can easily be deduced. Omitting all further details we state the final 
asymptotic expansion for the spectral radius e(S), viz. 
(4.15) e(S) = l- (g@+&)+(jg+&+&)+O(logP/P’), 
with 
2 yl= ,[j;+l+3/Jf(jo)]=4.3164543 . . . . 
yz= ; [2j,2+ l/J~(j,)]=lS.S469381 . . . . 
and jc is again the smallest positive zero of JO(X). It has been verified 
that the expansion (4.15) remains correct in the case Ma MI. 
A numerical comparison of the approximation (4.15) and the exact 
value of e(S) over the range M, N = 10( 10) 100, discloses that the accuracy 
increases from 3 to 9 decimal places. The corresponding approximation 
for the optimum relaxation factor 
00 = 2/[ 1 + pqqq 
has an accuracy that increases from 3 to 7 decimal places over the same 
range of M, N. 
~~Finally, we determine the asymptotic rate of convergence of the line 
Jacobi method, viz. 
(4.17) l&&F) = - log e(BL) - $@+$I, M,N+cq 
and of the line successive overrelaxation method, viz. 
(4.18) R,(2i?:o) = - log (wo- 1) N 2 [& + ;;I”, M,N+oo. 
The latter rate of convergence shows a gain by a factor of 1/2 over the 
corresponding result (3.24) for the point successive overrelaxation method. 
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